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Preface
The management of software is a di#cult problem because of the critical nature of
software systems in almost all organizations, the increasing costs of maintenance, and
the shortage of quali)ed personnel to work on older systems with obsolete program-
ming paradigms, languages and operating systems. To address the problem, research
traditions have matured in the areas of software evolution, software maintenance, and
reengineering. The importance of these areas was underscored by two articles [1,3] in
a recent volume on the state-of-the-art of Software Engineering [2].
A critical technical need of these areas is the development of better methods and tools
for program comprehension, that is for making abstractions from observed software to
cognitive models. The International Workshop on Program Comprehension (IWPC) is
an international forum where researchers, practitioners and students present results of
their research and exchange ideas. It has been a major vehicle for advancing the state
of the art of the )eld since 1993. The papers in this volume represent a set of papers
that were originally presented at IWPC’99 in Pittsburgh, PA.
An important tool for program comprehension has been slicing, which was originally
introduced by Weiser [4] to enable a programmer to focus attention on a selected
subset of a program or “slice” by deleting statements that do not a8ect a given set of
variables at a chosen point in the program. Since its original introduction by Weiser
[4], slicing has generated a vigorous program of research and tool support Francel
and Rugaber examine the e8ectiveness of slicing for debugging. They perform two
experiments to examine empirically whether slicing enhances program understanding
during debugging. The results showed that slicers do have a better understanding of
the code after debugging, and that slicing improves a debugger’s ability to localize the
program fault area.
Cifuentes and Emmerik have been working within the context of the Australian
UQBT retargetable binary translation project. They focus on tools at the machine
level that aid in the migration, emulation, debugging, tracing and pro)ling of legacy
code. The need for tools at the binary level is underscored by the continued de-
velopment of new machines with the corresponding need to migrate legacy code.
Cifuentes and Emmerik apply slicing and copy propagation to the task of recover-
ing jump tables from binary code. Without being able to recover target addresses
of branches implemented by a jump table, the decoding of machine instructions
for a procedure is incomplete and imprecise. Their technique for recovering jump
table statements was implemented and tested on SPARC and Pentium code
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generated by C, C++, Fortran and Pascal compilers. The paper describes an ef-
fective trial of the techniques, suggesting its suitability for the recovery of code in
machine-code manipulation tools such as binary translators, code instrumentors and
decompilers.
Van Deursen and Moonen address the important issue of understanding COBOL
variable declarations and their relationships in large size programs. Within the type of
IT application covered by most COBOL programs, data and its integrity represent an
important corporate asset. In a preliminary analysis, over 50% of the program state-
ments were in COBOL’s data division, where variables are de)ned, as opposed to its
procedure division, where actual computations take place. Because of the large number
of data division statements as well as the fact that a relatively large percentage of
these statements are never read, understanding the relationships between variables is a
di#cult problem. There is a need for types to understand the large number of di8erent
variables, but COBOL does not support types. An earlier paper by van Deursen inferred
types from the usage of variables in the procedure division. However, the problem of
pollution was observed in which types are too large and contain variables that don’t
intuitively belong. The current paper infers subtypes from the procedure division to
e8ectively deal with the pollution problem.
Antoniol and collaborators address the problem of traceability between object-oriented
design and code. Despite textbook practice and de)ned procedures, it is common to
have a mismatch between design and code, making the design documents obsolete, and
thus making the maintenance process more costly and error-prone. Antoniol develops
an automatic recovery method based on the similarity of paired elements from design
and code. Anchors for traceability are identi)ed. These anchors are atomic class prop-
erties that remain persistent when the design is re)ned into code, such as class name
and attributes. The approach was tested with a small-scale experiment. Class name was
found to be an important traceability indicator, while class relations provided limited
semantic information.
Di Martino and his collaborators are working within a research program that sup-
ports the re-engineering of message passing parallel code based on point to point
communication primitives. While modern techniques typically decouple the virtual
machine provided to the user from the physical target machine, earlier models
exhibited a tight coupling between speci)c programming models and the underlying
hardware organization. Because these earlier systems often represent mission critical
applications, it is sometimes important to migrate to more modern software patterns
while upgrading the current code base. The paper applies static analysis techniques
that have been successful in analyzing data dependencies between array elements to
the analysis of message passing in parallel programs. The authors describe a proto-
type tool PPAR, which supports the analysis of parallel programs in FORTRAN 77.
Finding these interaction patterns from legacy systems that are still important pro-
vides an important contribution to program comprehension. More importantly, this pro-
vides a means to replace communication primitives with structured communication
constructs.
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